
 
 

Members from Transglobal Secure Collaboration Platform 
Featured in RSA Conference USA 2011 Keynote 

 
Security Experts to Detail Secure Collaboration Strategies  

 
RSA CONFERENCE USA, SAN FRANCISCO (Feb. 15, 2011) — The Transglobal Secure 

Collaboration Program (TSCP), the only government-industry consortium focused on secure 

collaboration in aerospace and defense (A&D), today announced that TSCP members from CA 

Technologies, Raytheon Company, Northrop Grumman and EADS will be featured in a keynote 

panel at RSA Conference USA 2011. The panel, titled ‘Secure, Global Collaboration Made 

Possible,’ will give attendees an inside look at specific use-cases that detail how governments 

and A&D organizations are securely collaborating on projects across international borders, and 

how these practices could be applied in the commercial world. 

  Balancing the need to share critical information with the responsibility of preventing it 

from falling into the wrong hands is one of the greatest challenges government and industry 

face today. TSCP’s collaborative efforts provide the A&D industry with a common framework for 

federated identity management – giving member organizations and governments an opportunity 

to create secure, interoperable, highly efficient environments based on comprehensive identity 

management systems. 

All five speakers have decades of experience in security, intelligence and aerospace and 

defense. They share an impressive track record of helping businesses and defense contractors 

securely collaborate with the government while adhering to specific industry requirements. 

 
WHAT:   “Secure, Global Collaboration Made Possible” 
 
WHO:  Michael Denning - General Manager, Security, CA Technologies 

Michael Daly - Corporate Director, Information Technology Enterprise Security 
Services, Raytheon Company 
Tim Brown - SVP Distinguished Engineer Security, CA Technologies 
Keith Ward - Director, Enterprise Security and Identity Management, Northrop 
Grumman 
Philippe Laflandre - Vice President and Head of EADS Corporate Trust Center 
   

WHEN:   Wednesday, February 16, 2011   
  3:30 P.M. PT 
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WHERE:  Moscone North Hall D, RSA Conference USA 2011, San Francisco 
 

 For more information about TSCP, its mission and its partners, please visit: 
http://www.tscp.org/  

 
### 

 
About TSCP 

TSCP is the only global government-industry partnership specifically focused on designing solutions to 
address the most critical issues facing the A&D industry: mitigating the compliance, complexity, cost and 
IT security risks inherent in large-scale, multi-national collaborative programs. TSCP was founded in 
2002, and has delivered several specifications and guidance documents on securing A&D supply chain 
data. The group today focuses on identity federation policies and governance. TSCP is open to 
government organizations, prime contractors, integrators, suppliers and member trade groups. For more 
information, please visit www.tscp.org.    

 
TSCP contact: 
JP Calderon 
TSCP 
(703) 793-7872  
jp.calderon@tscp.org  
 
Media contact: 
Dan Brennan 
Corporate Ink Public Relations 
(617) 969-9192 
dbrennan@corporateink.com   


